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Abstract— In this paper, we propose a novel CMOS+
MOLecular (CMOL) field-programmable gate array (FPGA) cir-
cuit architecture to perform massively parallel, high-throughput
computations, which is especially useful for pattern matching
tasks and multidimensional associative searches. In the new
architecture, patterns are stored as resistive states of emerging
nonvolatile memory nanodevices, while the analyzed data are
streamed via CMOS subsystem. The main improvements over
prior work offered by the proposed circuits are increased
nanodevice utilization and, as a result, substantially higher
throughput, which is demonstrated by a detailed analysis of the
implementation of pattern matching task on the new architecture.
For example, our estimates show that the proposed CMOL
FPGA circuits based on the 22-nm CMOS technology and one
crossbar layer with 22-nm nanowire half-pitch allows up to
12.5% average nanodevice utilization, i.e., the fraction of the
devices turned to the high conductive state, as compared to a
typical ∼0.1% of the original CMOL FPGA circuits. This in turn
enables throughput close to 7.1 × 1016 bits/s/cm2 at ∼ 1 fJ/bit
energy efficiency, for matching of ∼ 107 250-bit patterns stored
locally on a 1 cm2 chip. These numbers are at least 2 orders
of magnitude better throughput as compared to that of other
state-of-the-art FPGA methods, and begin to approach ternary
content-addressable memory -like performance at similar CMOS
technology nodes. More generally, we argue that the proposed
concept combines the versatility of reconfigurable architectures
and density of the associative memories. It can be viewed as a
very tight symbiotic integration of memory and logic functions
for high-performance logic-in-memory computing.

Index Terms— CMOS+MOLecular (CMOL), field-
programmable gate array (FPGA), hybrid circuits, logic-
in-memory computing, memristor, pattern matching, ReRAM,
resistive switching, ternary content-addressable memory
(TCAM).

I. INTRODUCTION

RECONFIGURABLE circuits (RCs) are very efficient for
information processing tasks [1], such as image and

signal processing (e.g., filtering, edge detection, coding, and
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feature extraction [2], [3]), and string matching (e.g., in a con-
text of network intrusion detection [4]–[7], deoxyribonucleic
acid sequence matching [8], [9], database searching [10], and
network packet routing [11], [12]). The common feature in
these tasks is that they can be efficiently parallelized, and
that the same basic operation is performed numerous times
using one set of fixed data known in advance (which are
allowed to change infrequently), such as a filter template in
image processing or keyword in string matching, along with
streaming input data. In this respect, RCs offer massively
parallel, instant-specific computation customized for the needs
of the particular application, and thus potentially offer real-
time processing coupled with low-power consumption.

However, even contemporary RCs cannot provide enough
computational power for future demands. For example,
in network intrusion detection applications, deep packet infor-
mation of computer networks is compared against a known
sequence of data representing a computer virus or other
malicious content [4], [13]. In order to provide real-time
protection, the search engine should perform many compar-
isons in parallel, and simultaneously allow for updating of
virus signatures. Earlier RC implementations were adequate
to ensure a few Gbit/s/cm2-scale sustained throughput for
∼2000 100-B long patterns [4]. The throughput could be
further significantly improved by employing dynamic reconfig-
uration and customized hardware, including dedicated ternary
content-addressable memories (TCAMs) [5], [7], [13], [14].
However, even these techniques have limited benefits, largely
due to excessive reconfiguration overhead for multicontext
field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) [1], I/O limitations
for dynamic reconfiguration, and/or rigid inefficient struc-
ture of content-addressable memories (CAMs), and thus may
be insufficient for future needs. The deployment of faster
100-Gbit/s-scale data networks, as well as the continued
increase in the number of patterns (e.g., the number of
known viruses) makes real-time protection impossible even
for the most advanced circuit implementations with CMOS
technology.

The performance of RCs can be greatly improved
using hybrid CMOS/nanoelectronic circuits [15]–[18].
One such example is CMOS+MOLecular (CMOL) FPGA
[17], [19]–[23], where CMOL stands for CMOL scale hybrid
circuit, which was conceived to seize the density advantages
of emerging technologies, such as nanoimprint lithography
and monolithically integrated self-assembled nanodevices,
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and to combine it with the flexibility and versatility of CMOS
technology. Most of the configuration overhead in CMOL
FPGAs, including all configuration memory and some routing
circuitry, is lifted above the CMOS plane. Logic gates are
based on a combination of nonlinear nanoscale resistive
switching devices (which are also called “memristors” [24])
and CMOS logic, which improves the aggregate density of
the logic circuitry [20], [21], [25]. In other CMOL-FPGA-like
concepts, nanoscale devices are only utilized for routing
purposes [22], [23].

Though the density advantage is significant, the nanode-
vice utilization in the previously reported works on CMOL
FPGAs [19], [21], [23], [26]–[30] is well below 1% due
to the limited benefits of utilizing high fan-in gates. In this
paper, we present a modification to the original logic struc-
ture [19], [20] and show that some information processing
tasks are uniquely suited for the high fan-in gates of CMOL
FPGA circuits. The TCAM-like cell architecture allows for a
more efficient use of memristive devices resulting in much
higher performance, while still being able to maintain the
reconfigurability, hence blending the best of both worlds.
The close proximity of the nanodevices to CMOS, by virtue
of the vertical integration, allows for synergistic interaction
between memory and computation, hence resulting in state-
of-the-art performance.

Some of the architecture details and one application study
have been reported earlier in [30]–[32]. The major contribution
of this paper is as follows.

1) A performance analysis of the proposed circuit. Our
estimates account for the sizing of CMOS circuits, which
was generally neglected in previous CMOL FPGA work,
though crucial for providing correct functionality for the
considered circuits.

2) An optimization procedure that considers architectural,
topological, and circuit-level constraints to maximize the
throughput of the proposed circuits.

3) An additional application case study.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,

we briefly review the background material on pattern match-
ing, the considered resistive switching devices, and CMOL
circuits. In Section III, we introduce modified CMOL FPGA
architecture. Section IV discusses two applications mapped on
a new architecture, while performance modeling results are
provided in Section V. Finally, the results are discussed and
summarized in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Pattern Matching

At a high level, contemporary high-performance pattern
matching approaches can be divided into two groups. The
first approach makes use of the reconfigurable nature of
FPGA, exploiting the fine-grain configurability of the devices
to implement a dense pattern matching structure [1], [33]–[36].
For example, many FPGA schemes make use of the config-
urable interconnect to stream data through a series of basic
pattern matching operations performed by lookup tables inside
logic blocks (Fig. 1). Going a step further, the reconfigurable
nature of the hardware can be exploited to optimize matching

Fig. 1. Example of pattern matching circuitry, which is designed to detect two
patterns, “0011” and “1010” in data streaming along the chain of DFFs. The
bit values alongside wires illustrate a specific example of the data values in
the pipeline and resulting logic values, i.e., detection of “0011” pattern. Note
that three logic gates (2 AND and 1 OR) can be realized with one 4:1 lookup
table in the FPGA implementation.

structures for the particular set of patterns/expressions being
searched [37]–[39], e.g., through a technique analogous to
common expression elimination [4], [36] or by constructing
deterministic and nondeterministic finite-state automata for
recognition [40]–[42]. The flexibility and bit-level configura-
bility of FPGAs make them a natural platform for instance-
specific highly parallel implementations in which both
memory functions (i.e., storage of patterns and logic
operations) are performed locally. On the other hand, reconfig-
urability comes at a high price, typically with ∼ 40× larger
area and ∼ 3× longer delay as compared to custom circuit
implementations [43].

The second approach is based on TCAMs [44]–[56], which
allows bit-level comparisons of streaming data against stored
patterns in massively parallel fashion [Fig. 2(a)]. The relatively
dense structure of CAMs, which are roughly 2× sparser than
conventional static random access memories (SRAMs), allows
more patterns to be stored in the same unit of silicon as
compared to FPGA approaches. The ternary aspect of the
TCAM allows it to match do not care conditions as well. The
downside of this approach is that the long memory lines used
for matching must be charged and discharged on each and
every search cycle, even when no matches are to be found.

The principle of operation of a conventional SRAM-based
CAM is shown in Fig. 2(b). It consists of several CAM
memory cells arranged along a match line. Each CAM cell has
a dual-inverter memory element (which comprises 4 transis-
tors), and 4 match and pull-down transistors. (The read/write
circuitry of each memory cell, which is another 4 transistors,
has been left out for clarity.) Once the data have been stored
in the memory element, the search operation is initiated by
precharging the match line to a logical “1.” The data to be
searched are then presented along the search lines. Depending
upon the data stored in the memory element, on a mismatch,
there will be a clear discharge path from the match line to
ground and on a match, there will be no discharge.

Fig. 2(c) shows an SRAM TCAM cell with the ability
to store do not cares by splitting the memory cell into two,
which can now both store zeros, thereby always keeping
the discharge path off. Similar to the T/CAM cells shown
in Fig. 2(b) and (c), there were many proposals of TCAM
cell implementations with other memory technologies. For
example, Fig. 2(d)–(g) shows TCAM cells based on flash
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Fig. 2. Pattern matching with CAMs. (a) General idea. (b) Example of one row of SRAM-based CAM memory implemented in OR style [14].
(c) SRAM-based TCAM memory cell [14]. (d)–(i) TCAM cells based on nonconventional memory technologies. (d)-(g) TCAM cells based on flash
memory [48], hybrid CMOS/MRAM [49], CMOS/STT-RAM [50], and CMOS/memristors [51] technologies, respectively. (i) Memristor-based implementation.

Fig. 3. Idealized I–V for bipolar memristors. (Inset: Cartoon of a crosspoint
device.).

memory [48], hybrid CMOS/magnetic random access memory
(MRAM) [49], CMOS/spin torque transfer (STT)-RAM [50],
and CMOS/memristor [51] circuits. In this paper, we consider
the implementation of TCAM cell with a pair of two
memristors [Fig. 2(i)] [30]–[32].

More recently, pattern-matching implementations were
suggested based on hyper-dimensional memory [57] and
micrometer automata processor [58], [59]. In spite of algorith-
mic differences, the operation of hyper-dimensional memory
circuit is somewhat similar to that of TCAM with the added
functionality of measuring the sense current which is repre-
sentative of the distance of the mismatched query pattern with
the stored patterns. On the other hand, automata processor
approach is more similar to FPGA computing in the ability to
perform fine grain, massively parallel operations on a stream of
input data. It is essentially a “sea-of-gates” fabric with Boolean
logic gates and counters interconnected with a reconfigurable
routing network, but is more catered toward implementations
of high-throughput nondeterministic finite-state machines.

B. Resistive Switching Devices
Resistive switching devices [24] are a key ingredient

of the proposed CMOL FPGA pattern matching circuits.
(In this paper, we also use terms “crosspoint device,”
“nanodevice,” or simply “device” to describe memristors.)
In its simplest form, a memristor consists of three layers:
top and bottom (metallic) electrodes, and a thin film of some
insulating material (inset of Fig. 3), most typically transition
metal oxide, which can undergo resistive switching [24].
Specifically, by applying a relatively large (“write”) voltage
bias (VW ) across the electrodes of such a nanodevice, the thin

film can be switched reversibly between high (“ON”) and
low (“OFF”) conductive states, characterized by RON and ROFF

resistances, respectively. For properly engineered nanodevices,
the conductive state can be retained indefinitely and probed
without disturbing it by applying relatively small (“read”) volt-
age bias (≤ VR). Because of an ionic memory mechanism [24],
and a simple structure, which is conducive to aggressive
lithographic and other patterning techniques, memristors have
excellent density prospects. For example, several groups have
recently shown metal oxide memristors with nanodevice area
below 15×15 nm2 [60], [61], which is defined by the overlap
area of bottom and top electrodes.

Switching the bipolar nanodevice between high conductive
and low conductive states is accomplished by applying write
voltages of opposite polarity. For example, Fig. 3 shows
hysteretic I–V curve for idealized bipolar nanodevice for
which applying V ≥ +VW across the device would switch
it into the ON state (so-called set transition), while applying
negative voltage V ≤ −VW would switch it back (reset) to the
OFF state.

The very high density of individual memristors can be
sustained at the circuit level by employing passive crossbar
structures, which consists of mutually perpendicular nanowires
with nanodevices formed at their crosspoints. Crossbar integra-
tion imposes additional requirements for the memristors, such
as the need for low forming voltage [24]. (The forming process
is a one-time application of a relatively large voltage or cur-
rent pulse to turn an as-fabricated “virgin” nanodevice to
operational memristor.) Other major challenges of passively
integrated crossbar circuits are state disturbances of half-select
devices during write operation, sneak-path currents during read
operation, and the common problem of currents running via
half/unselected nanodevices.

Currents via unselected and half-selected devices, which are
much higher for the write operation because of larger voltage
ranges, can lead to undesirable voltage drops across nanowires.
One of the solutions to this problem is to utilize nanode-
vices with strongly nonlinear electron transport presented as
(diode-like) nonlinear I–V with threshold voltage VT for
the current flow (Fig. 3), which suppresses any unwanted
currents in the crossbar circuit [24], [62], [63]. For example,
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Fig. 4. (a) Cartoon of CMOL circuits. (b) Functional partitioning of
the CMOL circuit for pattern matching applications by the area-distributed
interface (red and blue arrows), between the CMOS layer at the bottom and
passive nanowire crossbar on top.

the sneak-path is naturally cut by suppressing reverse cur-
rent for the devices with very asymmetric I–V s with
V (+)

T � VR < V (−)
T .

For simplicity, in our analysis, we assume bipolar mem-
ristors described by asymmetric idealized I–V curve with
precisely defined write voltage VW , i.e., with no device-to-
device and cycle-to-cycle variations.

C. CMOL Structure
In CMOL structures one [17], [25] or several [64]–[66]

crossbar layers are vertically integrated on top of conven-
tional CMOS circuits [Fig. 4(a)]. One of the key character-
istics of the CMOL architecture are an ability of accessing
(reading or writing) every crosspoint nanodevice from much
sparser CMOS circuitry without sacrificing crossbar integra-
tion density. The crosspoint memristors can be programmed
to either high or low resistive states, and together with the
CMOS layer create a reconfigurable fabric that can perform
information processing (i.e., pattern matching for the consid-
ered applications) and interconnect duties.

In particular, the CMOS layer is arranged as an array of
“atomic” CMOS cells [Figs. 4(b) and 5], which are con-
nected to the nanoscale crossbar circuit via an area-distributed
interface. Each cell houses CMOS circuits that provide unique
access to each of the cell’s two vias from the cell array periph-
ery, and also CMOS circuitry specific to the implemented
CMOL circuit. The nanowire crossbar is rotated with respect
to the array of atomic cells underneath, and provides high
fan-in and fan-out connectivity between them. For example,
each (output) blue via connects to a certain quasi-horizontal
nanowire, which in turn connects to multiple quasi-vertical
nanowires through crosspoint devices. These quasi-vertical
wires each connect to (input) red vias of other surrounding
cells. The rotation of the crossbar naturally breaks nanowires
into segments, and as a result, every nanowire segment is

Fig. 5. Crossbar rotation in CMOL shown for specific value of r = 3.

connected by only one via (Fig. 5). (Note that more readily
manufacturable CMOL structures, with nanowires running
strictly in vertical and horizontal directions, are also possible.
For example, the effective rotation of the nanowire array can be
implemented by adjusting positions of the cells’ vias [23] or by
using zig-zag shaped nanowires [65].)

Selection of any crosspoint device, to perform read or write
operation, is implemented with double-decoding scheme. The
first level of CMOS decoders, implemented by the peripheral
CMOS decoders and pass gates/transistor of the atomic CMOS
cells, is used to select a pair of vias, one blue and one red,
which connect to the corresponding mutually perpendicular
nanowire segments that lead to the crosspoint device in
question. The second level of decoding is implemented with
half-biasing approach, which utilizes memristor nonlinearities
in switching kinetics and electron transport to enable unique
access to the specific crosspoint device.

The angle of the crossbar rotation α depends upon several
parameters such as cell complexity, CMOS process, and pitch
of the nanowires. Specifically, assuming that Fnano and FCMOS
are the minimum half-pitch of the nanowire crossbar array and
the feature size of CMOS circuitry, respectively, and that the
side length of one atomic CMOS cell is 2β FCMOS, where
β is a parameter representing cell’s size, the CMOL topology
is described by set of equations [17]

tan(α) = 1

r
,

√
r2 + 1 = β FCMOS

Fnano
. (1)

It is also very convenient to characterize CMOL architecture
with parameter MA

MA = L − 2Fnano

2Fnano
− 1 = r2 − 1 (2)

that defines the number of atomic cells connected to
one atomic cell and is equal to the number of cross-
ings (memristors) on one nanowire segment. For example,
Fig. 7(a) shows a CMOL structure for r = 6 with its
connectivity domain highlighted, and, in particular, shows that
the given atomic cell can be connected to any of the other
MA = 36 atomic cells, including connection to itself, in its
connectivity domain via the crossbar structure.

For a fixed complexity CMOS cell in a certain process,
lowering the pitch of the nanowire allows higher density
by increasing the relative angle of the crossbar with respect
to the CMOS vias. This also explains how, while keeping
nanowire half-pitch constant, maximum crossbar density can
be preserved irrespective of the size of the atomic cell,
while only affecting its connectivity. In addition, it is worth
mentioning that the CMOL segmented crossbar structure is not
only good for high fan-in fan-out computation, but also has
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Fig. 6. Proposed CMOL FPGA for pattern matching. (a) Unit cell, which
is comprised of two atomic cells, hosting CMOS DFF and pass gates. For
clarity, Schmitt trigger is not shown. (b) Equivalent circuit of one unit cell with
diode-like memristor having I–V characteristics shown in Fig. 3 suitable for
(c) linear threshold logic, or (d) diode–resistor logic. (e) Fragment of CMOL
fabric showing nanowires connected to one of the input nanowire of unit cell.
(f) Example of unit cell operation. (f) Six inputs [out of 24 total in (e)].
(g) Equivalent gate representation of pattern matching operation for the
specific pattern stored in memristors shown in (f).

a large amount of parallelism embedded in it. Two adjacent
atomic cells share a considerable portion of their connectivity
domains. These shared cells, in spite of sharing quasi-vertical
nanowires, interact with the adjacent atomic cells through
different memristors as their crosspoints lie on different quasi-
horizontal lines.

III. PATTERN MATCHING CIRCUIT ARCHITECTURE

Fig. 6 shows the proposed CMOL FPGA circuits for pattern
matching. The CMOL fabric is a uniform array of “unit” cells,
each comprised of two atomic cells. The unit cell implements
a CMOS D-flip-flop (DFF) connected via pass gates to cell’s
vias. To improve voltage margins, we assume that each unit
cell also hosts a Schmitt trigger, which is inserted between
the cell’s input vias and the input of the DFF. Note that the
DFFs’ inputs and outputs are connected to each other only via
crossbar circuit and not via CMOS subsystem.

Similar to the originally proposed circuits [19], [20], mem-
ristors at the nanowire crosspoints can be programmed to
perform logic as well as interconnect functions. In order to
configure the CMOL crossbar circuit to implement custom
logic, first, the CMOS block is disabled in all cells by
deasserting “enable” line [Fig. 6(a)]. This is equivalent to
tristating the output of the CMOS cell such that applied write
voltages do not short circuit the output of the DFF’s drivers.
As a result, any crosspoint device in the crossbar structure
can be programmed to the ON or OFF state by utilizing the

double-decoding scheme of CMOL memory. Note that unlike
the original concept discussed in [19], [20], here, we assume
that each (red or blue) via is connected with pass gates to
two select and two data CMOS lines [Fig. 6(a)]. Connecting
each via to a pair of data lines allow different voltages
to be applied independently, which is more desirable for a
half-biasing scheme, while in the original concept some of
the nanowires were always floated. Also, in principle, pass
transistors for connecting data and select lines to vias can be
utilized instead of pass gates, however, as our estimates below
show, this does not help much in reducing the cell area.

After the programming stage, logic operations are imple-
mented with diode–resistor logic formed by the ON-state
nanodevices and CMOS pass transistors [20], while the signal
restoration, inversion, and latching are performed by the
CMOS subsystem [Fig. 6(b) and (f)]. Similar to conventional
implementations, two flavors, static and dynamic, diode–
resistor logic are possible with only subtle modification of the
underlying hardware (though with a different requirement of
the nanodevices). In the static case, the cell’s input nanowires
are pulled down to the ground via pass transistor. Within the
course of a single operation, i.e., performed in one clock cycle,
the final output voltage value is determined by the resistive
divider formed by the diode–resistor logic. The dynamic case,
on the other hand, is similar to TCAM-based implementations
with the circuit operation divided into a precharge and an
evaluate phases. In the precharge phase, the cell’s input
nanowires behave like a match lines [similar to Fig. 2(i)] which
are precharged low using a pull-down transistor, while the
output nanowires are decoupled from their corresponding DFF
outputs by deasserting the pass gate inputs. In the evaluation
phase, the output enable lines are asserted which enable the
proper logic functionality of the dynamic cell by pulling the
output voltage high in the case of a mismatch and leaving it
low in the case of a match.

The specific logic functionality of each unit cell and its con-
nectivity is governed by the state of memristors connected to
its quasi-horizontal nanowire [Fig. 6(e)]. For instance, Fig. 6(f)
shows a particular example of implementing function A’B,
where signals A, B, C, and their complements are routed
from the output of the surrounding unit cells. Both true and
complementary values of the signal are available at the output
of the DFF, so that each bit of a pattern is represented by
2 memristors. Fig. 6(g) shows the equivalent custom logic gate,
which performs the exact pattern matching corresponding to
the specific pattern stored in memristors [Fig. 6(f)]. It is worth
mentioning that the state of the memristors remains unchanged
during logic operation stage, because the voltage drop across
memristors are always less or equal to VR . Also note that while
Fig. 6(f) shows matching of two 3-bit patterns, i.e., one pattern
comprised by the state of flip-flop cells and another one by the
state of memristors, the number of bits in a pattern that can
be compared by one unit cell is typically much larger (>100)
for practical values of topological parameter r .

The unit cell can be also configured to perform approximate
pattern matching when analog properties of memristors are
utilized to implement linear threshold gates [Fig. 6(c)] [67].
Such linear threshold gate can implement matching of two
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Fig. 7. (a) Top view of crossbar circuit and input connectivity domain for
CMOL with r = 6, which is considered for application studies. (b) Equivalent
sea-of-gate circuit architecture. (c) Functionality of one logic tile. (a) Set of
atomic cells bounded by red lines is a physically permitted domain (of atomic
cells), while the somewhat smaller domain of unit cells surrounded by black
lines is used in mapping examples. In (b), the central tile can be connected,
i.e., directly pass output to or take inputs from, to any of the surrounding
shaded tiles. In (c), AND gate should be replaced with linear threshold gate
when analog properties of memristors are exploited.

patterns based on the Hamming distance between them and the
specific threshold for Hamming distance can be programmed
infield by setting appropriate analog resistance states of the
memristors [57], [68].

Since a unit cell consists of two atomic cells and has two
input crossbar nanowires, its connectivity domain, i.e., the
domain of atomic cells to which the given one can be con-
nected, is larger [Fig. 7(a)]. The largest unit cell connectivity
domain M is achieved by having the least overlap between
individual connectivity domains of two atomic cells compris-
ing the unit cell, and in this case M ≈ MA . For example, this
could be implemented with the blue via having contacts at the
edges of the crossbar nanowire segments as shown in Fig. 7(a),
which is achieved by choosing appropriate relative position of
vias inside the cell.

To simplify mapping of the applications to the proposed
CMOL fabric and to provide a simple abstracted view of
the logic and routing architecture, we will further use artifi-
cially smaller (than physically permissible) rectangular shaped
domains—for example, domain of 5 × 5 unit cells for topo-
logical parameter r = 6 [Fig. 7(a)]. Therefore, the proposed
CMOL FPGA architecture can be thought of as an array
of multifunctional unit cells [Fig. 7(b) and (c)]. Every unit
cell can pass its outputs to or accept inputs from any of
the unit cells in 5 × 5 connectivity domain, which is always
centered with respect to a given unit cell [Fig. 7(b)]. More-
over, as discussed above, every unit cell can be configured
to perform AND (or linear threshold functions) with nor-
mal or complimented outputs of unit cells in its connectivity
domain. Naturally, due to De-Morgan’s law and the presence
of complementary output, Boolean OR functions can also be
realized for every unit cell.

As we will show next, the patterns will be stored as the
state of memristors, some unit cells will be configured to store

Fig. 8. General idea for pattern matching with 1-D streaming data. Here,
we assume that adjacent blocks of pipeline data are shifted by one bit position
and the block length matches the pattern length.

incoming data that needs to be searched for patterns, while
the remaining unit cells will be used to process and store
data indicating successful matches [Fig. 4(b)]. In this respect,
the proposed architecture is similar to conventional TCAM
circuits. Indeed, TCAM cells are implemented with differential
pair of memristors [Fig. 2(i)], search lines are supplied from
unit cells streaming data [Fig. 2(a)], while the pattern matching
in a row of cells [Fig. 2(b)], and latching of the match
result is implemented within a single unit cell dedicated
for TCAM operation. The major advantage of the proposed
architecture, however, is very high density of TCAM-like cells
and flexible, FPGA-like allocation of unit cells for streaming
and processing the data, which can be tailored for a particular
application.

IV. APPLICATION MAPPING CASE STUDIES

A. 1-D Pattern Matching

Let us first consider 1-D stream of data pushed through a
very deep pipeline, which is representative of network intru-
sion detection, bioinformatics, network routing, and various
other string processing applications [1]. Conceptually, the idea
of pattern matching for 1-D streaming data is simple (Fig. 8).
To improve throughput it is natural to perform multiple pattern
matching operations in parallel. Because of fan-out restrictions
(i.e., limited connectivity domain) pattern matching is per-
formed simultaneously with several (W ) blocks of the pipeline
data as shown in Fig. 8, with U operations done concurrently
for each block. (Here, we assume that block length matches the
length of pattern being searched.) With such a scheme, the total
number of pattern matching operations performed in a given
cycle is U × W and W cycles are needed to check a certain
portion of the streaming data against all (U ×W ) programmed
patterns. Therefore, it is natural to allocate (configure) some
unit cells in the homogeneous array to perform streaming
data by forming long pipelines, while others to implement
pattern matching. For simplicity, we assume that the results of
pattern matching operations are logically summed together so
that the circuit generates a single bit on the output at every
cycle. (A more sophisticated processing would be straight-
forward given universality of the unit cells and flexibility in
mapping.)

Fig. 9 shows an example of the mapping where white, green,
and blue flip-flops represent unit cells performing pattern
matching, data streaming, and processing of pattern match-
ing results, respectively. More specifically, in this example,
the streaming data are passed via two independent pipelines
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Fig. 9. Example of pattern matching operations for the data streamed
via green flip flops (unit cells), with the first half of the data coming
from the top pipeline and the second half from the bottom one. The white
unit cells are programmed to match patterns “0111011111,” “1X10000X00,”
“1011001111,” and “1100110110,” while the results of pattern matching
operations are summed in a pipeline comprised by a chain of blue cells.
Here, d denotes data bit stored by a unit cell and the index for d denotes
the order of data in 1-D stream, while p denotes a pattern being matched by
a given unit cell and pair of indexes for p represents specific pattern index
within the block (out of total U patterns) and block id (out of total W blocks),
respectively—see Fig. 8. Note that the summation is performed with AND gate
based on De-Morgan’s Law.

formed by green unit cells, and four exact pattern matching
operations are performed with streaming data at each cycle by
white unit cells. The results of pattern matching operations are
summed in a pipeline comprised by blue unit cells.

In general, the largest number of bits in a pattern that
can be matched with one unit cell is (Nbit)max = M − 1.
This would correspond to the case when all unit cells in the
connectivity domain of the given one are configured to stream
data. In this case, only χ = χmin = 1/M fraction of the unit
cells are performing the pattern matching operation. At the
other extreme case, i.e., when all unit cells in the connectivity
domain are configured to perform pattern matching except for
one, χ = χmax = (M − 1)/M and Nbit = (Nbit)min = 1.
More generally, the number of bits in a pattern which can be
compared by one unit cell is

Nbit = (1 − χ)M. (3)

It is trivial to show that the largest total number of bits in
all patterns matched per one cycle (χ Nbit) is achieved when
χ = 0.5, i.e., when half of the unit cells in the connectivity
domain are configured to perform pattern matching and the
other half to stream data. (Note that this conclusion assumes
that the length of pattern is not fixed but rather a parameter
which is optimized. Also, the unit cells configured to process
the results of pattern matching are neglected in this analysis,
which is justified due to their relatively small number, at least
in our considered case.) A similar observation for balancing
streaming and processing resources has been made when
mapping network processing tasks on conventional FPGA
circuits [34].

Fig. 10. Mapping of 1-D pattern matching task to CMOL FPGA with r = 6.
(a) General mapping scheme. (b) Zoomed-in view showing mapping of the
streaming data and unit cells performing pattern matching. (c) Scheme for
getting logical summation operation of pattern matchings and data propagation
in a pipeline. (d) Relative window for pattern matching operations in the
data stream. Red arrows show schematically data movement/logical operation
performed by each type of unit cell.

Fig. 10 shows an example of one such mapping. The
streaming 1-D data are duplicated and pushed through several
pipelines. To ensure that any connectivity domains of white
cells consists of always unique and contiguous streaming data
from the green cells, the relative position of data in every sec-
ond pipeline is shifted by five positions [Figs. 9(b) 10(b)] for
the considered connectivity domain size (Fig. 7). The unit cells
that should be allocated to duplicate the streaming data are not
shown though their overhead is negligible.

Because of the limited size of the connectivity domain,
the logical summation from all of the pattern matching cells
is done in several steps. As Figs. 9 and 10(c) show, at each
cycle a particular blue cell latches the logical summation of
the values from the two nearest white cells (which hold the
results of pattern matches from the previous cycle), and one
blue cell to the left of the given one. The partial sum is fully
pipelined and propagates along a row of blue cells at the rate
of one cell position per cycle, i.e., as fast as the streaming data.
Once partial sums from different rows are propagated to the
right edge of the chip, they are summed up in the similar
fashion to get one single value. This value represents the
logical summation of all results of the comparisons performed
within the array at specific time window.

Finally, let us note that for a considered value of r = 6, each
white cell performs Nbit = 10 bit-wide pattern matching. With
such mapping, white cells in the same column are performing
matching within the same block of data at any given cycle
[Fig. 10(b) and (d)]. Therefore, the number of pattern matching
operations per block (U ) is given by the number of white
cells in a column, which is roughly equal to the half of the
total number of unit cells per column. The number of different
blocks (W ) is given by the number of unit cells in a row,
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Fig. 11. General idea for mapping image processing tasks to the proposed
CMOL FPGA architecture.

i.e., width of the unit cell array, so that the total number of
patterns which can be matched by an array is roughly half of
the total number of unit cells in the array.

B. 2-D Pattern Matching
The main difference for mapping of image processing tasks

is that both streaming data and patterns are 2-D. For example,
in automatic target recognition (ATR) systems 128 × 128
array of 8-bit pixels is searched for potential targets which
are described by 16 × 16 binary pixel templates [36]. The
bottleneck operation in ATR algorithm is 1-bit correlations
between input image and template which has to be done
for all possible relative offsets and for rather large number
of templates. (It should be noted that contemporary ATR
systems work with much larger input and template image sizes
and higher data rate, e.g., required for hyperspectral image
processing [69].)

Naturally, a correlation operation which produces multibit
output value cannot be done with a single unit cell in dig-
ital CMOL FPGA circuits. On the other hand, a combined
operation of correlation with thresholding, which is effectively
an approximate pattern matching, is straightforward if unit
cell is configured to implement a linear threshold gate. Such
an operation might be sufficient for eliminating bottleneck
processing in ATR and other related image processing tasks.

Similar to the previously considered mapping scheme,
the maximum utilization is achieved with balanced number
of white and green cells (Fig. 11). Let us assume that the
connectivity domain is large enough that each unit cell per-
forms matching between streaming data of input image and
the whole template. (The proposed scheme can be extended to
the case when the domain is smaller, by performing matching
operations for the parts of the template instead.) Let us
also assume that a K × K 2-D image is pushed through a
pipeline formed by green cells, e.g., from left to right, by one
unit cell position each cycle. To perform correlation for one
template, for all possible vertical offsets in one cycle requires
programming a column of K white cells to perform matching
with the same template. Evaluation of all horizontal offsets
would just require K cycles to push data (from left to right)
past the column of a particular white cells. The next column

of white cells can be programmed to perform matching for
a second template and so on. The result of the pattern matching
operations might be summed all together and pushed to the
bottom of the array and then propagated to the right.

Many different alternative implementations are also
possible. For example, for faster processing (though sacrificing
the total number of templates) the streaming data can be
pushed by several unit cell positions in one cycle. In this case,
more than one column of white cells should be allocated per
one template, but the number of cycles to check for all possible
offsets is proportionally less.

V. PERFORMANCE MODELING

We have modeled the performance of a generic 1-D pattern
matching task and found the optimal parameters to maximize
the possible pattern matching throughput per unit area. Before
discussing the details of an optimization procedure, let us first
outline some common assumptions for the devices, diode–
resistor logic and its performance modeling while focusing
on the more promising dynamic logic counterpart of this
architecture.

A. Nanowires
The resistance of 2Fnano-long nanowire segment is approxi-

mated using Matthessian formula [70], which accounts for the
increase in the resistivity ρ due to surface scattering effects in
nanoscale wires, i.e.,

Rwire ≈ ρ
2Fnano

A (Fnano)2 ≈ 2ρbulk

A Fnano

(
1 + λ

Fnano

)
. (4)

Here, A is the relative thickness of the nanowires with respect
to its width (i.e., the cross-sectional aspect ratio), while λ is
the mean free path of the electrons.

The capacitance of 2Fnano-long nanowire segment is
approximated analytically by using the equation

Cwire ≈ ε0ε1
F2

nano

2d
+ ε0ε2

F2
nano

2d
+ A ε0ε24Fnano

+ A ε0ε2
4nano

log
[

Fnano
d + 10

] (5)

which was verified using COMSOL simulations. Here, d is
the thickness of the thin film, i.e., the distance between
two, mutually perpendicular sets of crossbar nanowires, ε0 is
vacuum permittivity, ε1 and ε2 are dielectric constants of
the nanodevices and surrounding insulator, respectively, and
a constant 10 was determined by fitting (5) to the numerical
simulations. Note that on the right-hand side of (5), the first
two terms crudely correspond to parallel plate capacitance,
the third term is the interlayer side wall capacitance, and
the last term is the side wall capacitance between crossbar
nanowires in the same layer.

In our performance analysis, we assume copper crossbar
nanowires with A = 0.1 and ρbulk = 1.7 × 10−8 �-m. Using
λ = 40 nm, (4) yields an accurate approximation for both grain
and surface scattering as reported in international technology
roadmap for semiconductors (ITRS) [71]. For capacitance
estimates, we assume ε1 = 3.9, ε2 = 2.5, and d = 5 nm,
which is representative of SiO2 memristive devices.
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B. Diode–Resistor Logic
Let us assume that at least γ fraction of voltage applied

from the CMOS cell is dropped across nanodevice and at
most 1 − γ fraction is dropped on nanowire and pass gate
connecting outputs of DFF and the corresponding vias. This
can be satisfied by choosing RON and Rpass according to

RON ≥ (1 − χ)γM(M Rwire + Rpass)/(1 − γ ) (6)

where the factor (1−χ)M is effectively the maximum fan out
for each output of the DFF cell ( 3), i.e., the largest permitted
fraction of the devices in the ON state on each of the two
output nanowires.

For dynamic logic operation, the slowest (worst case)
mismatch operation corresponds to charging via single nan-
odevice in the ON state. For the considered asymmetric I–V
characteristics, this charging time will be always faster than
that of the match operation and the worst case voltage margins
are given by

�V ≈ VR/(1 + 2M RON/ROFF). (7)

The safe margins can be in principle calculated from noise
and CMOS variations analysis [19]. Equation (7), however,
shows that such analysis can be simplified by selecting large
enough ROFF so that the margins are comparable with VR . For
example, requiring ROFF/RON > 2M , which is very reasonable
assumption as we show below, results in �V ≈ VR/2, and
provides justification of neglecting leakages via OFF state
devices in (6), as well as delay and power estimates.

In our simulations, we assume VR = 1 V and γ = 0.9.

C. Area, Delay, and Power
According to Section III-C, area of unit cell is

Acell = 2(2β FCMOS)2 ≈ 2M(2Fnano)
2. (8)

To calculate βmin, the minimum cell area is estimated similar
to [72], i.e., by counting the number of transistors in the
cell, and modeling the area of each transistor according to
its driving strength.

Specifically, out of the total 54 transistors in a cell,
we assume that there are 22 minimum-size transistors, includ-
ing those used for configuration circuits, which do not have to
support high currents because of the diode-like asymmetric
I–V characteristics of memristors. There are also 20 tran-
sistors that compose the DFF which are sized according to
3 input and 2 input NAND gates, as well as a Schmitt trigger
that is composed of 6 transistors, 2 of which are minimum
sized, 2 of size 2 and 2 of size 4. On the other hand,
we assume 4 transistors, which are used in the output drivers,
and 4 transistors of the two pass gates controlled by enable
lines (Fig. 6) are scaled up to accommodate the current driving
requirements of memristor layer for proper operation of diode–
resistor logic. For simplicity, all nonminimum-size transistors
are scaled up equally and their area is estimated as

Atran ≈ (0.5 + 0.5(Rpass)max/Rpass) × 25F2
CMOS (9)

where (Rpass)max is effective drain–source resistance of the
minimum-size transistor at the saturation for the specific

FCMOS node. Note that using Rpass = (Rpass)max in (9)
assumes that area for the minimum-size transistor is 25F2

CMOS.
For the dynamic logic, the delay is estimated as

τ ≈ 2(2MCwire + Cgate)RON (10)

where 2 MCwire is capacitance of two nanowire segments,
while Cgate is a total capacitance of CMOS circuitry at
the input of DFF, including its gate capacitance and drain
capacitances of the configuration and pull-down pass gates.
The additional factor of 2 is to account for both precharging
and evaluation phases, which is rather conservative assumption
given that precharging currents are not limited by RON value.
Note that for all studied parameters Cgate is typically much
smaller than 2 MCwire.

The average power per unit cell is dominated by the
dynamic component, for which the upper bound is evaluated
as

Pcell ≈ (2 × 2MCwire + Cgate)V 2
R/τ. (11)

Equation (11) implies activity factor of 1 for DFF’s input
and output nanowires and input CMOS circuitry, i.e., their
charging and discharging within a single clock cycle. This is
quite a pessimistic assumption given that matching events can
be assumed to be rare on average and hence outputs of all
cells configured to perform pattern matching will not change.
Still, as we show later, the total power, which should be less
than the maximum allowable power density pmax, i.e.,

Pcell ≤ pmax Acell (12)

is rarely a limiting factor for performance.
In our simulations, we assume pmax = 200 W/cm2,

and (Rpass)max = 27.3/13.3/6.6/4.6 k� and Cgate =
7.5/22.5/76.2/135 fF for the considered FCMOS =
22/45/90/130 nm nodes, respectively—all typical values
specified by ITRS [71].

D. Throughput and Energy Per Bit

Given the area of the chip Achip, the total number of cells is
Ncell = Achip/Acell, while the total number of patterns Npattern
that can be stored in memristors and compared in one cycle
is

Npattern ≈ χ Ncell. (13)

The total number of pattern bits stored in a chip is, therefore,

Ntotal = Nbit Npattern ≈ (1 − χ)χ M Achip/Acell

≈ (1 − χ)χ Achip/(8F2
nano) (14)

and the aggregate pattern matching throughput is

T = Ntotal

τ
. (15)

Another metric of interest is the consumed energy during
pattern matching operations per single bit, which is simply

Ebit = Pcell Ncellτ/Ntotal. (16)
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Fig. 12. Optimal value of RON and the pattern matching throughput as a
function of driving strength for a particular case FCMOS = Fnano = 22 nm
and χ = 0.5.

E. Optimization and Simulation Results

In general, our goal is to find the maximum possible pattern
matching throughput per unit area, i.e., the largest T/Achip,
for a particular choice of mapping scenario χ and technology
feature sizes FCMOS and Fnano, by optimizing Rpass and RON.
In particular, we use a brute-force approach, by first sweeping
via broad range of Rpass values, starting with its maximum
possible value (Rpass)max. Naturally, the technology parame-
ters, mapping scenario, and Rpass impact the area of the cell
and hence all dependent topological and application mapping
parameters, i.e., r, β, βmin, Acell, MA, M, Nbit, Npattern, Ntotal
defined by (1)–(3), (13), and (14). We then sweep via realistic
(implementable) range of RON, which is constrained from
below by proper operation of diode–resistor logic defined
by (6) and (in very few cases) power budget, i.e., (11) and (12).

For a fixed technology parameters and mapping scenario,
an optimal throughput peaks at certain Rpass value and, for any
specific Rpass, always obtained using the smallest permissible
value of RON (Fig. 12). The detailed results of an optimization
for χ = 0.5 and the impact of χ on throughput are shown on
Figs. 13 and 14, respectively.

VI. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

To get intuition behind the optimization procedure, let us
first note that for a fixed chip area, the total number of stored
bits depends only on Fnano and χ (14), (15), so that the largest
throughput is achieved by minimizing the delay τ . In turn,
the delay, which depends on the product of RON and M , is min-
imized by tuning value of Rpass. Indeed, for relatively large
values of Rpass, the cell area weakly depends on pass transistor
scaling and decreasing Rpass results in smaller RON because
of (6). However, when scaled pass transistors start dominating
the cell area, the further decrease in Rpass is counterproductive
because of increase in M due to (1) and (2). As a result,
there is a certain optimum value of Rpass corresponding to the
smallest delay and largest throughput (Fig. 12). Interestingly,
the optimal driving strength, i.e., (Rpass)max/Rpass, is always
close to ∼ 15 for all studied cases of FCMOS, Fnano, and χ ,
at which the area of the pass gates and drive circuits is
comparable to that of the remaining circuitry in a cell.

The results of optimization as shown in Fig. 13, show
that though throughput is reaching its maximum value at
around Fnano = FCMOS, it remains relatively constant across
changes in Fnano for fixed values of FCMOS. This can be
attributed to two simultaneous factors that have opposing

effects on throughput. On one hand, increasing Fnano reduces
the size of the connectivity domain, which in turn, reduces the
value of RON, since the pass gates have to support a smaller
number of devices, and lead to faster operation speeds. On the
other hand, reducing the size of the connectivity domain
reduces the number of bits matched and hence reduces the
throughput. The simulation results also show that the through-
put is roughly proportional to 1/FCMOS. This is because
for a given Fnano, the decrease in CMOS feature size leads
to proportionally smaller connectivity factor, and, in turn,
proportionally smaller optimal values of RON.

Another interesting result from the optimization procedure
[as shown in Fig. 13(d)] is the independence of the energy per
bit metric on FCMOS. Intuitively, this means that Ebit is deter-
mined by dynamic energy of a single, 2Fnano-long segment of
the crossbar wire (match line).

Furthermore, though χ = 0.5 corresponds to the maxi-
mum number of stored pattern matching bits, as discussed
in Section IV, Fig. 14 shows that the largest throughput is
achieved with 1 − χ < 0.5. Indeed, the reduction of 1 − χ
allows a smaller RON to be supported by the same size pass
gates. This reduction in RON in turn allows for a reduction in τ
that outweighs the loss in throughput as a result of a lowering
in number of pattern matching bits (Nbit). This reduction in
1−χ is also met with a commensurate increase in the number
of streaming cells hence throughput does not drop drastically.
(Note that the further decrease in 1−χ , beyond what is shown
in Fig. 14, will eventually lead to the drop in the throughput
due to power density constraint.)

The considered values of RON and ROFF are quite realis-
tic for the most cases, which indicates the practicality for
manufacturing such circuits. For example, at χ = 0.5 and
Fnano = FCMOS, the optimal value of RON is always around
10 M� [Fig. 13(b)], while the corresponding ON/OFF ratio
from (7) and [Fig. 13(a)] is ROFF/RON ≥ 2 × 103, which
are not uncommon for memristors [24]. It should be also
noted that while the considered nanowire aspect ratio A =
0.1 is rather conservative choice, the throughput is not very
sensitive to A and would actually slightly improve further by
considering even smaller A . This is because wire resistance
is rarely a limiting factor in our optimization and A only
impacts fringe capacitance of the crossbar wires.

The maximum throughput for FCMOS = Fnano = 22 nm
and χ = 0.5 is close to 8 × 1016 bits/s/cm2 for matching
of ∼ 107 250-bit patterns, assuming practical power consump-
tion density [Fig. 13(f)]. This number compares very favorably
with the reported state-of-the-art FPGA performance (Table I).
(Note that because the largest throughput in our circuit is
always achieved at Fnano = FCMOS, we report only one
feature size for our work.) Our reported throughput vastly
exceeds FPGA only implementations and rivals state-of-the-
art TCAM based implementation such as [44] and [49].
We expect that algorithmic improvements, in particular, the use
of common subexpression elimination techniques will increase
the throughput of the proposed circuits even further.

Even more important is the fact that the proposed circuits
could potentially offer much higher pattern capacity without
any performance penalty. Because the number of storage
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Fig. 13. Simulation results for the optimal value of Rpass, χ = 0.5, and specific values of FCMOS and Fnano [73]. (a) Connectivity factor of a unit cell.
(b) Optimal value of RON determined as a minimum resistance satisfying two constrains: proper operation of diode–resistor logic (6) and power density
budget (12). (c) Capacitance of a segment and the whole wire. (d) Energy per bit (which is the same for all values of FCMOS). (e) Diode–resistor logic delay
(clock cycle time). (f) Aggregate pattern matching throughput per unit area. Note that for the shown case, RON is always determined by (6).

TABLE I

PERFORMANCE OF VARIOUS PATTERN MATCHING ARCHITECTURES. (# THE NUMBERS FOR BOTH TCAM AND FPGA IMPLEMENTATIONS

ARE RATHER OPTIMISTIC. ONLY AREA OF MEMORY CELLS IS TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT FOR THE FORMER, WHILE
FPGA NUMBERS ARE ESTIMATED BASED ON THE REPORTED LOGIC UTILIZATION.)

elements in existing hardware-based pattern matchers is lim-
ited by the 2-D chip area, they must be dynamically reconfig-
ured to accommodate additional patterns that are beyond their
storage capabilities and rely on OFF-chip storage. Dynamic
reconfiguration is rather slow and very energy inefficient, thus
we expect that the throughput for a fixed area for higher
capacity pattern matching tasks will be considerably smaller
than the ideal value. On the other hand, it should be possible
to support larger bit capacity in the proposed circuits by
integrating more crossbar layers, e.g., similar to 3-D CMOL
circuits [64], [65] without large penalty in throughput.

Even though our performance analysis is somewhat sim-
plified, we believe that we accounted for the most important
factors. For example, CMOS process variations, critical for
diode–resistor logic operation can be effectively dealt with
by appropriate scaling of the CMOS transistors. Its additional
overhead, as well as additional area due to bulky programming
circuitry which might be required for memristors with large
write voltages [74] should not change much our simulation
results because of already large pass gates/drive circuit tran-
sistors for the optimal cases. Though, the dynamic logic is
susceptible to capacitive coupling noise, it should be possible
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Fig. 14. Maximum throughput as function of mapping scenario for several
values of FCMOS (similar to the ones used in Fig. 13).

to minimize its effect by balancing signal transitions. For
example, the CMOL topology and application mapping can be
further optimized to avoid Miller effects. Based on our expe-
rience with CMOL design [75] and quite large area of CMOL
cells in this paper, the area overhead of peripheral decoders
and clock distribution network should be also insignificant.
As it is evident from the choice of the optimal values of RON

[Fig. 13(b)], the dynamic power consumption of our circuits
is always well below 200 W/cm2. Our estimates shows that
the neglected dynamic power of the clock distribution network
(especially considering relatively slow cycle times at optimal
Fnano = FCMOS) and static power are also always limited to
the sub watt range.

Perhaps the most critical challenge toward practical real-
ization of the proposed circuits is that fabrication technology
for the memristive devices, especially for their passive back-
end-of-line integration, is in need of improvement. A particular
concern is memristor nonidealities, such as current fluctuations
due to drift in the memristor state and random telegraph noise,
and variations in the switching threshold voltages. One possi-
bly strategy to deal with these issues is to identify defective
devices during test stage and avoid them during application
mapping [19], [76]. On the other hand, variations in the
ON and OFF resistance states would be less problematic due to,
e.g., possibility of fine-tuning memristor conductances using
simple tuning algorithm setup. Also, though the cycling
endurance for many memristors is generally much less as com-
pared to that of volatile memories, it should be still adequate
for many FPGA applications, given that the memristor states
are only switched during reconfiguration stage and remain
unchanged during logic operation.

In summary, in this paper, we proposed new CMOL FPGA
circuits for high-throughput computation. The performance
advantage of novel circuits is mainly due to very high density
of nanoscale devices and very tight and synergetic integration
of memory and logic functions. The tight integration is enabled
by high communication bandwidth of the area-distributed
interface between the nano and CMOS subsystems, while
the synergy is due to flexible resource allocation that allows
nanodevices to be used either as a TCAM cell or to implement
programmable logic/interconnect. Though CMOL circuits are
essential for getting high bandwidth between memory and
logic subsystems, other stacking schemes with area-distributed
connectivity, such as through silicon via technology, and differ-
ent memory devices, such as flash memory might be suitable
for the proposed concept. Understanding the prospects of

using such mature and readily available device and integration
technologies is one of the important future research directions.
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Sections IV-B, V, and VI elaborate on the new results, which
were never published before.

In particular, in this paper we present the following, for the
first time.

1) A performance analysis of the proposed circuit. Our
estimates also account for the sizing of CMOS circuits,
which was generally neglected in all previous CMOL
FPGA works but, as we show in this paper, is crucial
for providing correct functionality.

2) An optimization procedure that considers architectural,
topological and circuit level constraints to maximize the
throughput of the proposed circuits.

3) An additional application case study.
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